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The Library as a 
Learning Organization
Adapting for Continuous Improvement through Training and 
Development
Training is a principle method for adapting an 
























Learning must be 
relevant
Learning must tap into 
prior knowledge
Learning must be 
timely
Learning must be 
experiential
Instructional design models





































Learning outcomes go 
ABCD
Audience (who)
Behavior (will do what)
Condition (when, how, with assistance, etc.)
Degree (how well)
ABCD
















3 qualities of a 
good leader
that matches the 
book
with at least 90% 
success
Learning outcomes are SMART
SPECIFIC MEASURABLE ATTAINABLE RELEVANT TIME-BOUND
SMART?
• After five lessons, the student will be able to juggle 3 balls 
for 1 minute without dropping them more than once
SMART?
• By the end of this training, the learner will be able to 
describe the process for checking out items to patron
SMART?
• By the end of the workshop, the student will know how to 
use library databases
SMART?
• By the end of the workshop, the student will know how to 
use Boolean operators and wildcards in library databases
SMART?




• The learner will understand stacks maintenance
• How will I know that the learner understands stacks 
maintenance?
SMART?
• The learner will understand course reserves
• How will I know that the learner understands stacks 
maintenance?
Can sort a list of call numbers Can identify a book that is in need of
repair
Can safely place or remove books 
from the shelf
Using proper equipment, can dust 
book shelves
Build a SMART learning outcome
• The learner will understand stacks maintenance
• At the end of the training, the learner will sort six shelves of 
books by call number with 90% accuracy.
Blooms verbs
Activity - https://bit.ly/access_services2021 
1. Use the ABCD handout
2. Think of something you’d like to train someone to do
3. List the components: Audience, Behavior, Condition, 
Degree
4. Reference the list of Bloom’s verbs on the back of the 
handout
5. Write your learning outcome
6. Share with your neighbor
7. Is your learning outcome SMART?
Training plans
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
Training plan and timetable 
(Access Services)
Person A Person B Person C Changes in Production 
Public Services ✔ ★
Course Reserves ✔ ✔
Interlibrary Loan ✔
Document Delivery ✔ ✔




Needs more training 
in Course Reserves
Training plan and timetable 
(Specific area: Public Services)
Customer Service Circulation Reference Lost and Found Emergency 
Procedures
Person A ⚪ ⚪ ◻
Person B ⚪
Person C ● ● ●
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